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COLOR PORTFOLIO
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A STEEL FRAME FOR EVERY TASTE
The modern bike is increasingly becoming an expression of personality and forms the interface 
of maximum freedom of movement. More than almost any other vehicle, it stands under the 
sign of green mobility and shapes the lifestyle in the urban jungle more lastingly than ever 
before.

The choice of color is essential to ensure that your faithful companion fits you like a glove. The 
extensive portfolio of Urwahn gives you almost infinite design freedom.  From factually simple 
to strikingly elegant, you will find what you are looking for with us. 

For you a Urwahn Bike must be distinctive? Then, in addition to an unusual color dress, you 
can also choose an individual lettering, your initials or a company logo. Are you ready for your 
individual color?
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SERIES COLORS
LESS COLOR FOR 
MORE UNDERSTATEMENT

When selecting our color range, we were inspired by the 
characteristic color robes of modern metropolises and 
thus underline the unmistakable facets of our bikes.

ASPHALT OXIDCONCRETE GOLD COBALT

As the foundation stone 
for mobility, this material 
connects people and 
cultures. With progress 
clearly in sight, the color 
asphalt abounds with 
durability, strength and 
precision.

As an image of linear 
urban buildings, the 
color concrete counters 
all environmental 
influences and radiates 
steadfastness, balance 
and timeless aesthetics.

The ravages of time 
are gnawing away at 
the substances of the 
big cities and thanks to 
natural oxidation helps 
old walls to shine again. 
The energetic color oxide 
awakens your love for 
extravagance, individuality 
and passion.

The last rays of light of the 
day bathe the silhouette 
of the big city in a diffuse 
gold. As a sign of inner 
purity, value and durability, 
the color gold represents 
the warm sunset. 

Those who think of the 
city usually forget the 
sky in all its clarity and 
boundless freedom. The 
color cobalt is rightly 
a symbol of security, 
sovereignty and infinity.



Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

Coating:  
Powder coating matt

Individualization:  
-

CONCRETE 
GRAY
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

Coating:  
Powder coating matt

Individualization:  
-

ASPHALT
BLACK
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

Coating:  
Powder coating matt

Individualization:  
-

OXIDE
RED
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2020

Coating:  
Powder coating matt

Individualization:  
-

GOLDEN 
YELLOW
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

Coating:  
Powder coating matt

Individualization:  
-

COBALT 
BLUE
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YOUR INDIVIDUAL COLOR 
CHOOSE ONE OF 213 COLORS

There can only be one right colour for your 
Urwahn bike!? This can be your personal 
favourite color or the corporate design of 
your company. Choose your favourite from 
one of 213 shades of the RAL color palette 
and add your individual touch to the city‘s 
color fan.

No matter which RAL color you choose, 
there are no limits to the type of coating 
you can choose. Your Urwahn Bike can 
appear both shiny and matt. You decide!

HIGH GLOSS OR DISCREET MATT



Model:  Stadtfuchs 
Year of manufacturing: 2019
Coating: Matt powder coating
individualization: -

STADTFUCHS – RESEDA GREEN RAL 6011
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URWAHN SPECIAL EDITIONS 
EXQUISITE JEWELLERY

In the last few years, several special editions have already been created in 
cooperation with partners from different fields. The special editions are usually 
supplemented by high-quality assembled add-on parts that correspond to the 
area of application of the model.

The model for this special edition are the 
individual custom motorcycles of our partner 
Vagabund Moto from Graz, Austria.
While the front end comes in glossy black, the 
rear end allows a view of the bare, handmade 
steel frame. You can guess with what love our 
friendly frame builder puts the tube profiles and 
connecting elements together and what power 
comes from a raw steel frame.

VAGABUND



Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

Coating: 
Powder coating, glossy

Individualization:  
Vagabond decor, silver

VAGABUND 
- ASPHALT/
RAW
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2018

coating:  
wet paint, gloss

Individualization:  
Décor lacquering, red

RAD RACE - 
BLACK
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2018

coating:  
powder coating, matt

Individualization:  
Reflective decor, black

ROYAL - 
WHITE
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NICKEL PLATING 
INDESTRUCTIBLE GALVANIZATION

With electroplating, we have brought a very sophisticated finishing 
process into our company with which we can generate unmistakable 
surfaces. Thanks to electrochemical oxidation we can give your 
Urwahn steel frame a noble surface with individual advantages. You 
have the choice!

The chemical nickel plating of the 3D printed steel 
frame gives the Urwahn Bike an elegant and sporty 
touch. This not only protects the steel frame from 
corrosion over a long period of time, but also 
provides the coating with a surface that is almost 
insensitive to scratches. A decisive advantage in 
daily use!
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2020

coating:  
Electroplating, gloss

Individualization:  
-

NICKEL 
PLATING
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With the extravagant copper plating of the 3D 
printed steel frame we make almost every coating 
look old. There are no limits to the reflections and 
the steel frame can easily be used as a mirror to 
examine your own hairstyle. Envious looks are 
guaranteed here!

COPPER PLATING
GALVANIZATION IN UNIQUE SHINE

With electroplating, we have brought a very sophisticated finishing 
process into our company with which we can generate unmistakable 
surfaces. Thanks to electrochemical oxidation we can give your 
Urwahn steel frame a noble surface with individual advantages. You 
have the choice!



Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2020

coating:  
Electroplating, gloss

Individualization:  
-

COPPER 
PLATING
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CO-BRANDING 
MORE VARIATION IS NOT POSSIBLE!

You don‘t mind if it‘s very special to you? We offer numerous possibilities to immortalize yourself on your Urwahn Bike. An 
exclusive selection shows the whole spectrum of presentable variations. Especially for companies and self-employed people, this 
opens up completely new ways of brand placement on a steely surface. Are you flirting with your own design? Then go for the 
steel frame!

2-COLOR POWDER COATING
The craft of powder coating is a science in itself, especially when two colors 
are to be combined. Our coater masters his craft like no other, so that we can 
even show off with colour combinations according to your individual ideas. In 
the first step we coordinate these with you on the basis of digital drafts. So 
nothing stands in the way of a realisation.

INDIVIDUAL DECORATION / LOGO
You like it very individual and want to immortalize yourself with your name 
and/or company logo on your Urwahn Bike? There are no limits for us here 
either and we will gladly coordinate with you regarding your desired logo. 
And off you go!

We haven‘t met your taste? Then don‘t torch us and let us dive into your 
ideas. There are almost no limits to the design variety!
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2020

coating:  
powder coating, matt

Individualization:  
Lamare Logo, blue

LAMARE - 
WHITE/BLUE
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Model:  
Stadtfuchs 

Year of manufacture:  
2019

coating:  
powder coating, matt

Individualization:  
Viesante Logo, black

VIESANTE - 
GOLD/GREY
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COLOR

Series colors         0 €
Individual RAL color     250 €

Galvanization      500 €
Special Editions      500 €

PRICES 

CO-BRANDING

2-color powder coating              500 €
Individual decoration / logo         100 bis 250 €
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URWAHN ENGINEERING GMBH

Lorenzweg 43, 39124 Magdeburg

info@urwahnbikes.de
+49 391 243 082 60

www.urwahnbikes.com

#urwahnbikesSOCIAL

shop.urwahnbikes.com


